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SUMMARY
We use tools and techniques from information theory to improve the design
of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). We do this by first developing a model for
WSNs that is analogous to models of communication systems in information theory.
In particular, we define the notion of WSN Coding, which is analogous to source
coding from information theory, and the Collection Channel, which is analogous to a
transport channel in information theory. We then use source coding theorems from
information theory to develop three results that aid in WSN design. First, we propose
a new top-level design metric for WSNs. Second, we develop an efficiency measure for
the sensing process in a WSN. Finally, we use techniques from source coding schemes
to suggest new designs for WSNs and the sensors they contain. We strive for tools
that apply under the most general conditions possible so that designers can use them





This chapter provides background on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and our ap-
proach for improving their design. It also includes a description of the WSN problem
we consider as well as our motivation for applying information-theoretic tools to the
problem. Finally, we describe the WSN model used throughout the rest of the the-
sis and show how that model connects to elements traditionally used in information
theory.
1.1 Background
WSNs consist of power-constrained sensors that are remotely deployed to measure
certain features of a phenomena of interest. These sensors then transmit information
back to a centralized location, called the sink, that will form an estimate of a desired
quantity. For example, a WSN may have sensors deployed in a remote region of a
forrest to collect information that will allow a sink to estimate if there is a fire. As
with any technology, as WSN hardware and software mature, designers and technol-
ogy developers will shift their focus from functionality to performance optimization.
However, the nature of the WSN scenario makes this shift in focus critical for WSNs.
In particular, optimizing WSN performance to maximize a WSN’s lifetime is of ut-
most importance due to the fact that sensors are deployed to remote locations and
therefore might not be replaced as their batteries run out. Because the sensors are
power constrained, ensuring they are as efficient as possible and that the WSN uses
the sensors as efficiently as possible is key to maximizing the WSN’s lifetime. In this
thesis, we develop three tools that WSN designers and technology developers can use
as they optimize a WSN’s performance to maximize its lifetime. First, we propose a
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new top-level design metric for WSNs. Second, we develop an efficiency measure for
the sensing process in a WSN. Finally, we use techniques from source coding schemes
to suggest new designs for WSNs and the sensors they contain.
Ultimately, WSN optimization turns into a minimization problem with constraints
coming from several parameters. From a cost perspective, we would like to mini-
mize the operation and deployment costs of the WSN. From an energy-efficiency and
network-lifetime perspective, we would like to minimize the number of sensors that
are active at any one time. However, we must deploy enough sensors to successfully
estimate the desired quantity, provide sufficient connectivity, and provide sufficient
transport capacity, all with specified reliability.
We focus only on the sensing functionality of a WSN. Therefore, we will not con-
sider other important WSN aspects such as sensors transmitting their measurements
to the sink and the function the sink uses to make its estimate. We do this for two
reasons. The first is that, as shown in Figure 1, the WSN can be viewed as a cascade
of sensing, transmission, and estimation functions. Each of these elements contributes
to the overall WSN performance, and the overall WSN performance will be limited
by the weakest link in this chain. We would like to understand the limitations caused
by the sensing functionality, so we assume optimal transmission and estimation func-
tionality. The second reason to focus on the sensing functionality is that, as described
in Section 2, transmission and estimation functionality have either been well studied
in the information theory and WSN literature or closely represent problems in the
information theory literature.
Sensing Function Transmission Function Estimation Function
Figure 1: High-level functions in a WSN
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We consider a WSN consisting of multiple sensors that are deployed in order to
reproduce some feature(s) of a phenomenon at a sink node. The error in the sink
node’s estimate, called distortion, is calculated using fidelity criterion and must fall
below a threshold specified by the network designer. For the purposes of this paper,
the WSN’s reproduction can be considered as a detection function or estimation
function, and we refer to both cases as estimation. We use the term ground truth
to refer to the features of the phenomenon that must be reproduced. This problem

















Figure 2: WSN problem setup
Our approach to developing these WSN optimization tools is motivated by the
fact that, at a high level, a point-to-point communication system and a WSN have the
same purpose: reproduce a random process at a remote location with some specified
accuracy. As shown in Figure 3(a), in a communication system the random process
is an arbitrary source that the communication system reproduces at the destination.
As shown in Figure 3(b), in a WSN the random process is some feature(s) of a
phenomenon that are sensed by the WSN and reproduced at the sink. Note that this
purpose is much more specific than for traditional communication networks which are








(b) Abstract model of a WSN’s functionality.
Figure 3: Similarities between functionality of communication systems and function-
ality of WSNs.
Information theory provides powerful tools for point-to-point communication sys-
tem design (e.g. source codes and channel codes) and performance prediction (e.g.
rate distortion bound, channel capacity) [18]. Therefore, from the perspective of
this high-level problem description, information-theoretic tools provide an attractive
method that can potentially be used for the design of and insight into WSNs.
Unfortunately the WSN problem is not identical to communication system prob-
lems where information-theoretic tools are traditionally employed. As a result, it
is not immediately obvious how to apply information theoretic tools to the WSN
problem.
For example, it might seem as if a WSN’s sensing functionality requires a much
more complicated description than a point-to-point communication system since a
WSN potentially has many sensors taking noisy and possibly correlated measurements
of the phenomenon. Considering each sensor’s measurement individually would be
problematic from an information-theoretic perspective because information-theoretic
results are only available for specialized cases when there are multiple nodes [7].
A another example, many of the design parameters used to optimize communica-
tion system performance are are fixed in a WSN once a certain sensor technology or
4
sensing application has been chosen. For instance, in source or channel coding for a
communication system, designers optimize performance by controlling the mapping
of input signal to the encoded signal that is output from the communication sys-
tem. However, WSN designers cannot control the analogous parameters for a WSN’s
sensing functionality since picking a certain type of sensor will most certainly fix the
mapping between features of an event and the sensors’ measurements.
As a final example, the manner in which the sensors are placed through a geo-
graphic region is often fixed by the particular sensing application - the large number of
sensors or remote geographic region makes random node placement the only feasible
option. Again, in a traditional application such as quantization, defining quantization
cells (which is analogous to choosing sensor locations) is a critical design parameter,
and unfortunately we cannot usually optimize it in a WSN.
In spite of these challenges, this thesis focuses on finding a way to describe a
WSN’s functionality in the same way as a point-to-point communication system and
then applying tools from point-to-point communication systems.
1.2 WSN Model
In this section, we describe our model of the WSN. Our development follows the
approach from [22, 23]. Although [22, 23] propose ten elements in the WSN model, we
only consider the seven elements shown in Figure 4: the event area, the event model,
ground truth, the placement model, the sensor measurements, the fidelity criterion,
and the sink estimate. Our goal is to use the most general models possible so that
our results hold under the most general conditions. Therefore, we thoroughly define
each element to illustrate the general nature of the model.
We model random processes as directly given random processes. In other words,





where T is the index set, xi ∈ ΩX , and B (ΩX) is the Borel σ-algebra of a set ΩX .
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WSN


















Figure 4: Seven elements of the WSN model.
When the meaning is clear from the context, we will often omit the superscript T
when referring to the random process to simplify notation.
Define the event area, A as the 2- or 3-dimensional region of space where the event
must be sensed. Mathematically we write the event area as A ⊂ R2 or R3. A might
correspond to the area over which an event must be detected or the area over which
a field must be estimated.
Define the event model, X, as a random process describing the event that the sen-
sors will measure. Mathematically we write the event model as a collection random
variables {Xt (ωE) : t ∈ T } defined on a common probability space (ΩE,B (ΩE), PE)
for index set T . Typically, event models are broken down into two classes: point
source events that occur at one point in a geographic area and field events that occur
over all points in a subset of a geographic area. For a point source event, xt ∈ ΩPS
where ΩPS = (B,XE, YE, ZE) = (B,LE) is a product space with B describing some
characteristic of the event and LE describing the event’s position in the geographic
area being sensed. For a field event, xt ∈ ΩFE where ΩFE =
∏
LE
BLE is a product
space with BLE describing some characteristic of the event at each point in the ge-
ographic area being sensed. Note that, if BLE 6= 0 for only a single point, the field
event model is equivalent to the model of a point source event. Since both models are
equivalent, we can maintain generality and also simplify notation by writing xt ∈ ΩX
for all events.
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Define ground truth, G, as the random process describing the quantity the sink
needs to reconstruct. Ground truth is derived from the random process X by a
mapping, fG where fG : Ω
T
X → ΩTG. As examples of fG, consider two WSNs: a WSN
where the sink needs to determine whether or not an event occurred, and a WSN
where the sink needs to reconstruct a specific characteristic of a field event at every
point in a region. In the first case, we let gt = 1F (xt) where 1F is the indicator
function and F is some subset of the geographic area being sensed. In the second
case, we simply have gt = xt.
Even though the event model and ground truth seem like redundant elements,
they are both necessary. The distinguishing factor between the event model and
ground truth is that the event model describes the phenomenon the sensors measure
while ground truth describes the quantity the sink must estimate. Sometimes these
quantities are the same (e.g., estimating the value of a temperature field at each
point in a given area using sensors that measure temperature at their location).
However there are cases when the two quantities are different (e.g., estimating the
average temperature over a given area using sensors that measure temperature at
their location).
We place an important restriction on the mapping that generates G. We require
that the G induced by fG be stationary or asymptotically mean stationary (AMS)
depending on the fidelity criterion used for the estimate at the sink. For practical
purposes, this requirement also means that X must be stationary or AMS as well.
We require this so that source coding theorems will hold for G since those theorems
will be key tool in the results that follow. As described in Appendix A, any realistic
fG satisfies our requirement.
Define the placement model as the mechanism for placing the sensors throughout
A. Mathematically we write sensor Si’s location as the random variable Li : ΩL → A.
Define the sensor measurements, Si, as the random processes describing the actual
7
sensor readings from measuring characteristics of the event. We assume that each
sensor’s measurement is derived from the event of interest X by a mapping, fS where
fS : Ω
T
X → ΩTSi . For convenience, we let both S and S
(M) denote the random process
describing the all of the sensors’ measurements (i.e., a time sample of S is a vector
continuing the measurements of each sensor at that time). Just as we restricted
fG, we restrict fS to those functions that produce a stationary or AMS S when X
is stationary or AMS, respectively. As described in Appendix A, any realistic fS
satisfies our requirement.
Given an event model X and a specified number of sensors, ground truth and the





Therefore we may think of the WSN as being able to collect a certain amount of
information about the event. This suggests the notion of a WSN’s collection channel
which is will be defined later. In addition, we can view the WSN as mapping a
sample of the ground truth random process at each time instant to a set of sensor
measurements. This suggests the notion of the WSN performing a type of coding of
the ground truth random process. We term this WSN coding and will formally define
it later.
Define the sink estimate, Y , as the random process describing the sink’s estimate
of ground truth. We assume that the sink’s estimate is derived from the sensors’
measurements by a mapping, fY , where fY : Ω
T
S → ΩTY . As mentioned earlier, we
are only concerned with the sensing functionality of the WSN. Therefore we do not
consider important WSN aspects such as how the sensors transmit their measure-
ments back to the sink. Instead we assume the best case scenario in which the sink
receives errorless copies of the sensor measurements which are synchronized in time.
Furthermore, we assume that fY is the optimal estimate the sink can make with
respect to the fidelity criterion described in the next paragraph. Note that, since the
sink’s input is completely specified by the sensors’ measurements, the WSN forms a
8
Markov Chain Gt → S(N)t → Yt. We will use this fact later in proving Theorem 1.
Define the fidelity criterion,{ρt}, as the measures of how accurate the sink has
estimated ground truth. This is the traditional fidelity criterion from information
theory which we denote {ρt (gt, yt)}. As with fG and fS, we restrict {ρt} to be
functions for which source coding theorems hold. For example, if G is AMS, we
require ρt to be an additive function. And, if G is stationary, we require ρt to be a
sub-additive function. Again this restriction is mild since most fidelity criterion of
interest satisfy this requirement.
Given X, G, S, and {ρt} we can determine the fY that generates the smallest
expected distortion, which we denote DWSN .
We have done two things by defining the WSN model this way. First, we have
ensured that source coding theorems hold for a WSN with the given G, S, and {ρt}.
We will use this fact in Section 4.1 to show that it is not possible for the sink to
estimate the event with the required accuracy unless the IWSN exceeds a specified
value. Second, we have ensured the WSN can be compared to traditional source codes
from information theory using IWSN and DWSN . We will use this fact in Section 4.2
to calculate the efficiency of the sensing process in a WSN.
1.3 WSN Coding and the Collection Channel
Theorems from information theory are typically defined in terms of either channels or
codes. To ensure consistency with information theory literature, we define a WSN’s
sensing functionality in both of these terms.
In information theory, traditionally a mapping from input random variable to
output random variable is called a channel if the mapping is random and called a
code if the mapping is deterministic. From this perspective, the mapping between
ground truth and sensor measurements can be either a channel or a code depending
on fS - although for most realistic WSN models this mapping is random and would
9
be considered a channel. However, information theoretic characterizations of a chan-
nel are useful because they describe how a signal should be modified before being
transmitted by a communication system so that the signal is reliably received at the
communication system’s remote location. These characterizations are potentially not
as useful for describing the sensing functionality of a WSN because the event cannot
be modified before it is measured by the sensors. On the other hand, information
theoretic characterizations of a code are useful because they describe the minimum
amount of information a code must provide to reliably reconstruct a signal. In the
WSN scenario, this is similar to characterizing the sensor measurements needed to
reliably reconstruct an event. From this perspective, a WSN’s sensing functionality
more closely resembles a code. As noted in [18], a code is a special case of a channel.
Therefore we compromise and use both terms for a WSN. We use the more general
term collection channel when the WSN has a fixed number of sensors and we are
considering general classes of events. This will allow us to ask, “Given a WSN with
a specified number of sensors, what types of events can be estimated?” We will use
the term WSN Coding when the number of sensors is a design parameter and we
are considering a specific event or class of events. This will allow us to ask, “Given
an event, what type of WSN is needed?” As above, our development of these terms
follows the approach from [22, 23].
1.3.1 Collection Channel
Formally, a channel is simply defined as a family of regular conditional probability
measures on a measurable space. We adopt this definition while taking into account
the parameters from our WSN model. Clearly, the mapping of event features to sensor
measurements depends on M , the number of sensors in the WSN, how the sensors
are placed throughout the event area, and the event area itself. Using these variables,
we can formally define a collection channel.
10
Definition: Following the notation in [18], the collection channel, [ΩX , ν,ΩS], with
input alphabet ΩX and output alphabet ΩS is a family of regular conditional proba-
bility measures
{
νx|L,A : x ∈ ΩTX
}







Two primary concerns when considering different types of channels are whether
they are stationary and whether they are ergodic, since these conditions determine
whether or not theorems from information theory hold. As shown in Appendix A,
most realistic L and fS result in a collection channel is that is primitive. It is well
known that primitive channels are stationary (AMS, ergodic) with respect to any sta-
tionary (AMS, ergodic) source X [31]. Therefore, theorems from information theory
will hold for most realistic collection channels.
1.3.2 WSN Coding
Formally, given a source random process, a code is simply defined as a family of
mappings from the source process alphabet to a code alphabet. We adopt this defini-
tion while taking into account the parameters from our WSN model. As mentioned
earlier, we can consider the sensors’ measurements as a mapping from the ground
truth random process to the random process describing the sensors’ outputs. If we
let CWSN denote the WSN code we can write this as CWSN : ΩG → ΩS(M) . The key
difference between a WSN code and a traditional code from information theory is that
a WSN code employs a probabilistic mapping from input process to output process
while traditional information theory codes use a deterministic mapping.
Definition: Given a WSN with M sensors, and specified A, L, and fS, a WSN
code is a mapping from a ground truth random process to M sensor measurements.
Mathematically the WSN code is written CWSN : ΩG → ΩS(M) .
Using this definition, we could use concepts from source coding theory to define the
WSN code’s coding rate in terms of the number of bits per source symbol. Clearly this
coding rate would be directly related to the number of sensors in the WSN. Because
11
of this relationship, we will instead define the rate of the WSN code in terms of the
number of sensor measurements per source symbol. In this case, the code’s rate is
simply the number of sensors, M . As in traditional information theory we would like
to examine the tradeoffs between code rate and achievable distortion for the WSN
code.
1.4 Positive Coding Theorems vs. Negative Coding Theo-
rems
As a final connection to information theory, we note that channels and codes usually
have a positive coding theorem as well as a negative coding theorem. Positive coding
theorems provide conditions under which a specified channel or coding performance
can be achieved. For example, a positive coding theorem might state the minimum
bit rate at which the required distortion can be achieved. On the other hand, nega-
tive coding theorems give conditions under which the channel or coding performance
cannot be achieved. For example, a negative coding theorem might state that the
required distortion cannot be achieved under a certain bit rate.
From a WSN perspective, we would like to prove both a positive and negative
theorem for the collection channel as well as a positive and negative theorem for
WSN coding. Unfortunately, as will be seen later, the positive theorems can only
be provided when considering very small classes of WSNs. This violates our goal of
developing tools for general classes of WSNs, and as a result, positive theorems not





As stated above, a WSN can be viewed as a mechanism to represent one random pro-
cess (ground truth) with another random process (the estimate at the sink) that is a
sufficiently accurate estimate of the original random process. This abstract descrip-
tion closely resembles many other problems in engineering. In fact, a communication
system will by itself encounter many of these problems including sampling, quanti-
zation, source coding, and channel coding. As shown in Figure 5, the problem of
creating a reproduction of a random process can be broken down into two main cat-
egories: asymptotic coding (also called source coding with a fidelity criterion) and
one-shot coding (of which quantization and sampling are subsets) [20]. The primary
difference between the two approaches is that asymptotic coding focuses on coding of
typical sequences in a random process while one-shot coding focuses on coding finite



















Figure 5: Techniques for creating a reproduction of a random variable.
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Within asymptotic coding, there are two major classes of problems: single-terminal
coding in which one node creates the representation of the random process, and multi-
terminal coding in which multiple nodes create representations of the random process.
Within one-shot coding, two major classes of problems are particularly relevant to
WSNs: detection and estimation. As noted in [37], even though detection and es-
timation are traditionally considered separately, the estimation problem is actually
a version of the detection problem. The difference is that the two problems have a
different emphasis; estimation usually considers a large reproduction alphabet and ac-
curacy specified by mean-square error (MSE) while detection usually considers small
reproduction alphabets and accuracy specified by probability of error.
Prior research has tailored existing results from these problem classes to consider
characteristics specific to WSNs. However, the primary focus has been on one-shot
coding. From a practical perspective, this means that most efforts have implicitly
assumed that WSNs report a limited number of measurements to the sink regardless
of how long the WSN is deployed. In fact, most prior work implies that only one
measurement is reported to the sink. Just as in traditional communication systems,
this assumption can be overly restrictive. Multi-terminal asymptotic coding results
have also been applied to WSNs but typically for the problem of transmitting sensors’
measurements to the sink.
Below we discuss five representative problems from the framework shown in Fgure
5. Each of these problems has been specifically tailored to to consider WSN char-
acteristics. These problems are the CEO problem, coverage, distributed detection,
distributed estimation, and sensing capacity. For each problem we describe the basic
model used and the questions typically considered. In the discussion, we occasionally
deviate from the notation in the original work for easier comparison to the model
proposed in Section 1.2.
14
2.1 Multi-Terminal Coding
The WSN problem is very similar to problems from multi-terminal information theory.
One such problem is the broadcast channel shown in Figure 6. In the source-coding
perspective of this problem (vice the channel-coding perspective), a single source, X,
must be encoded and transmitted to M number of destinations. Information theory
has been used to calculate how much information must be transmitted between the
source node and destination nodes in order for the destination nodes to accurately
reproduce the source signal [13]. At first glance, this is similar to the problem of
determining how much information the WSN must collect about the event of interest.
However, as seen in Figure 6, the broadcast channel assumes that the source signal
can be encoded before it is transmitted to the destinations. In the WSN problem,
the source signal corresponds to the random process describing ground truth, and
the destination nodes correspond to the sensors. Due to the nature of the problem,
ground truth cannot be encoded before it is measured at each sensor. Therefore the
broadcast channel results do not apply to our scenario where we focus on the WSN’s
sensing functionality. The channel-capacity perspective of this problem examines the
maximum amount of information that can be transmitted to the destinations, and











Figure 6: Broadcast channel
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Another multi-terminal information-theory problem is the multiple access channel
shown in Figure 7. In the source-coding perspective of this problem, M correlated
sources, Si, are independently encoded at multiple encoders and decoded together
at a single decoder. Slepian-Wolf coding has been used to determine how much
information must be transmitted between the source nodes and the destination in
order for the destination to accurately reproduce all of the source signals [13]. At
first glance, this is similar to the WSN problem of transmitting sensor measurements
to the sink node. However, as seen in Figure 7, the multiple access problem assumes
that the signal to be reproduced at the destination node is exactly the signal contained
at each encoder. In the WSN problem, the encoders correspond to the sensors, and
the reproduction corresponds to the sink. As described in the problem setup, we
do not want to reproduce the sensor measurements. We want to reproduce ground
truth, and it is not always clear that having all the sensor measurements will allow us
to produce an accurate reproduction of ground truth. Therefore, the multiple access
channel results do not apply to our scenario where we focus on the WSN’s sensing
functionality. It should be noted that the multiple access results can perhaps be
applied to the transmission function in the WSN since the transmission functionality










Figure 7: Multiple access channel
If we consider a multiple access channel with only one source encoder that is used
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to encode a noisy version of a source signal, we get the remote source coding problem
shown in Figure 8 [6]. Remote source coding tells us the distortion and bit-rate
performance limits that the system can achieve when trying to reproduce the original
source signal. At first glance, this problem strongly resembles the WSN problem since
the WSN’s sensors take noisy measurements of an event. However, since we consider
the WSN’s sensing functionality, the error is not a separate component. Therefore,






Figure 8: Remote Source Coding
Finally, The CEO problem is a multi-terminal information-theory problem that
has been well studied in information theory literature [5]. In the CEO problem,
a phenomenon X is observed by M agents (or sensors in our case). These agents
report their noisy measurements, Si, to the CEO who forms an estimate, Y , of the
phenomenon. The objective is to minimize both the total transmission rate between
the agents and the CEO, and the distortion between the CEO’s estimate and the
phenomenon. The block diagram for the CEO problem is similar to our WSN setup
in Figure 2. In fact, the model used for the sensors in the CEO Problem can be
considered a special case of the model we consider. This area of research typically
examines the tradeoff between the transmission rate and distortion as the number of
sensors goes to infinity. As mentioned above, this area of research typically does not
consider sensor placement or the shape of the sensors’ sensing regions.
In [16], the model used in the CEO problem has been generalized and used to
derive results similar to our results in Section 4.1. The authors consider a specific
WSN where each sensor’s measurement is an additive noise process Si = Wi + αiXi
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and the phenomenon Xi and additive noise Wi are modeled by IID circularly com-
plex Gaussian random processes. The authors then use source and channel coding
theorems from information theory to determine bounds on the sink’s distortion as a
function of the number of sensors M . In Section 4.1 we seek similar results but for
more general classes of sensor networks and phenomenon.
2.2 Detection
2.2.1 WSN Coverage
The WSN coverage problem has been well studied in networking literature [1, 4,
10, 19]. In its most basic form [19], the WSN coverage problem considers a WSN
consisting of M sensors, {Si : i = 0, . . . ,M − 1} deployed over a region of space. Each
sensor has a sensing area, and it is assumed that any event occurring inside of a
sensor’s sensing area will be detected. A region is said to be covered if certain, or
perhaps all, subsets of the region are included in at least one sensor’s sensing area.
This area of research examines how many sensors are needed to cover a given area
with a specified probability. The basic results have been extended for new definitions
of coverage including exposure [30], K-coverage [21], probabilistic coverage [2, 3], and
information coverage [39].
2.2.2 Distributed Detection
The distributed detection problem is a statistical hypothesis testing problem that has
been well studied in signal processing literature [37]. In the basic distributed detection
problem, a random variable X can satisfy one of M hypotheses. As in the CEO
problem, M sensors take a noisy measurement of X denoted S0 (X) , . . . , SM−1 (X).
Each sensor then uses a local decision rule on its measurement to select a finite-valued
message, S
′
i , which is sent to the fusion center (or in our case, the sink). The fusion








, of the original hypothesis using
a global decision rule. Performance of the fusion center is usually determined by
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the probability of error of the global estimate. This area of research examines the
relationships of various performance metrics for differing local and global decision
rules. The basic results have been tailored to features specific to WSNs [12].
2.3 Estimation
2.3.1 Distributed Estimation
The distributed estimation problem is a quantization problem that has also been well
studied in signal processing literature [27, 40]. In the basic distributed estimation
problem, M sensors take a noisy measurement, S0 (X) , . . . , SM−1 (X), of the random
variable X. Each sensor then quantizes its measurement into a finite set of values.
The sensors send the quantized values, S
′
0, . . . , S
′
M−1, to a fusion center that forms








, of the random variable. The performance of the
fusion center is typically determined in terms of the MSE between the fusion center’s
estimate and the actual value. This area of research typically examines how to design
the quantizers and the estimation function at the fusion center. The basic results
have also been tailored to features specific to WSNs [28]. In fact, [28, 29] imply that
there exists a sensor minimum similar to the minimum we derive in Section 4.1.
We note that our model in Section 1.2 can be tailored to represent many dis-
tributed estimation problems. For example, in most WSN research, sensors are mod-
eled as being able to measure an event only if the event takes place within a circular
area centered around the sensor. If we assume this circular area has radius much
smaller than the spatial bandwidth of the event, our WSN model represents the basic
distributed estimation problem [27]. If then we assume that Li can be chosen so that
the sensors’ measurements form a Riesz basis, the sensors’ measurements can be seen
as projections on to a random space, and our WSN model could also characterize a
sampling problem [38]. If we further restrict the placement model to be deterministic
and uniform, our WSN model constitutes a traditional Nyquist sampling problem
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[38]. If instead we restrict the placement model to be deterministic and optimized to
cover the area, our WSN model represents a vector quantization problem [17].
2.3.2 Sensing Capacity
The sensing capacity problem has been studied in information theory literature [33,
34]. In the basic sensing capacity problem, a phenomenon is to be estimated at L
points and described by an L-dimensional random vector, (X0, . . . , XL−1). The sensor
network consists of M sensors that can each observe a subset of the L points so that
each sensor’s measurement is a combination of measurements from different points.
The subset of points that a sensor can observe is determined by the geography of
the WSN. The sensors’ noisy measurements, S0 (X) , . . . , SM−1 (X) are then relayed
to the sink so that it can form an estimate, Y = g (S0, . . . , SM−1), of the original
L-vector describing the phenomenon. The notion of sensing capacity is defined as the
ratio L/M of points to sensors that a given sensor network can observe. This area of
research examines how sensing capacity changes with different WSNs. Note that this
definition of sensing capacity is somewhat different than our notion of collection ca-
pacity since sensing capacity is described in terms of points per sensor while collection
capacity, like transmission capacity, is described in terms of bits. Furthermore, the
sensing capacity problem is different than the WSN problem we consider. Therefore,




Since information theory provides the key tools for our results in the next chapter, we
describe a fundamental problem in information theory that will be used extensively
in our results. Our description is given from perspectives that will allow us to apply
the results to WSNs.
3.1 A Fundamental Problem In Information Theory
Consider the setup shown in Figure 9. Since variations of this figure will be used
extensively in this chapter as well as the next, we pause to explain the coloring
scheme. Elements in blue will be fixed for a given problem. Elements in purple will
be the answer to the question posed by a particular problem. Elements in red will be
variable for a given problem in the sense that each specific value for these elements










Figure 9: A fundamental problem in information theory
We now describe the different elements of the problem. There is a source random
process that must be reproduced at a remote location. A system will be used to create
this reproduction. The system has an associated bit rate that describes the maximum
amount of information that can be transmitted between the source location and the
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remote location. Finally, there is a maximum long-term average error allowed in the
reproduction. A fundamental problem in information theory is to determine the re-
lationships between these four elements. We will describe three different perspectives
on this problem that each describe a different relationship.
Although information theory techniques strive to determine relationships between
these elements under the most general conditions possible, there are two key restric-
tions. First, the results only apply in certain problem formulations. In particular,
we must consider an infinite-length sample sequence of the random process and we
must also consider the long-term average error. This restriction effectively means
that we are in the asymptotic coding regime from Figure 5. Second, certain technical
conditions must hold. In particular, we require that the source signal and the sig-
nal transmitted to the remote location both be a stationary or asymptotically mean
stationary (AMS) random process, and, if the source signal is stationary (AMS), the
fidelity criterion must be a sub-additive (additive) function. We make this restric-
tion so that information-theoretic quantities such as mutual information exist for the
infinite-length sequences we consider.
Our first perspective on the fundamental problem, which is shown in Figure 10, is
perhaps the most natural for a system designer. In Perspective 1, we are given a source
random process, and we consider ALL systems with bit rate less than a specified value.
It is important to note that system designers can be as creative as possible here, and
they can design any system as long as the bit-rate restriction holds. Source coding
theorems from information theory then describe the best possible error performance
that ANY of these systems can achieve. This is a remarkable result considering how
few restrictions we have placed on the systems under consideration. The performance
bound from these source coding theorems then provides system designers with a












Figure 10: Perspective 1 on the fundamental problem in information theory
Even though the Perspective 1 on the fundamental problem is the most natural
for a system designer, most results from information theory are focused on a second
perspective shown in Figure 11. In Perspective 2, we are given a source random
process, and we consider ALL systems with an error less than a specified value. As
before, system designers can be as creative as possible as long as the error restriction
holds. Source coding theorems from information theory then describe the smallest
possible bit rate that ANY of these systems can achieve. Again, this is a remarkable
result considering the general class of systems it applies to, and the performance










Figure 11: Perspective 2 on the fundamental problem in information theory
Perspectives 1 and 2 on the fundamental problem are closely related; in fact,
they are the inverse of each other. Traditionally, Perspective 1 is referred to as a
distortion-rate problem, and the performance bounds are given by the distortion-rate
function, D (R). The distortion-rate function describes, for a given bit rate R, the
minimum possible distortion the system can have. Perspective 2 is referred to as a
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rate-distortion problem, and the performance bounds are given by the rate-distortion
function, R (D). The rate-distortion function describes, for a given distortion D, the
minimum possible bit rate in the system. The rate-distortion function can be formally
written









where qt is the conditional probability of Y
t given Gt, I (Gt;Y t) is the mutual in-
formation between Gt and Y t when their conditional distribution is given by qt, and
Qt,D = {qt : t−1E [ρt (gt, yt)] ≤ D} is the set of all qt with average expected distortion
less than D.
Since most of the theory has developed around Perspective 2, we will use the rate-
distortion function extensively to prove the WSN Coding results in Section 4.1. We
will use both the distortion-rate function and the rate-distortion function in Section
4.2 to develop an efficiency measure.
Our final perspective on the fundamental problem is shown in Figure 12. In Per-
spective 3, we are given a system with an associated bit rate, and we consider a
specified maximum error in the reproduction. Source coding theorems from informa-
tion theory then describe the classes of all random processes the system can reproduce
with the required error. We will use this perspective to prove the Collection Channel










Figure 12: Perspective 3 on the fundamental problem in information theory
We now give a concrete example to illustrate these different perspectives. We
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let the source random process be the flip of a coin. Therefore an example source
sequence might be X = H,T, T,H, T,H,H,H, . . .. The system will encode the source
sequence into a signal that is transmitted to the remote location. For example, the
system might take three source symbols such and map them into a binary string that
is transmitted to the remote location (e.g., X = H,T, T is mapped into the binary
string 0, 1). The remote location then estimates the original source sequence from
the binary sequence. The error measurement judging the quality of the reproduction
is calculated as follows: if the source is H and the reproduction is T or if the source
is T and the reproduction is H, the error is equal to 1; otherwise the error is equal
to 0.
Using this setup, Perspective 1 tells us that ANY system with bit rate smaller
than R must have average error greater than D (R), where D (R) is the inverse of
equation (2). Perspective 2 tells us that ANY system with average error less than D
has bit rate greater than





+D log (D) + (1−D) log (1−D) . (2)
Finally, Perspective 3 says that the system for encoding the original source process
can transmit ANY random process whose rate-distortion function, R (D), is greater
than the system’s associated bit rate, R, for any given distortion, D.
3.2 Extenstions to the Fundamental Problem In Informa-
tion Theory
Information theory is a very powerful tool because the theorems relating the four ele-
ments in the fundamental problem hold under very general conditions for the source,
system, bit rate, and error measure. However, many times the fundamental problem
is extended by imposing certain restrictions on the structure of the system under con-
sideration in order to determine if the theorems from information theory still hold. We
call imposing a specific structure on the system under consideration an “extension”
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to the fundamental problem.
As a concrete example of an extension, consider Figure 13. Here we impose a
structure on the system at the source location. In particular, we assume the source
location receives the source signal at multiple encoders, and each encoder separately
sends a coded version of the signal to the remote location. In fact, this is the mul-
tiple access channel problem described in Section 2.1. For this example, we adopt
Perspective 2 so that, given the source random process, we would like to know the
smallest bit rate for any system with the specified encoder structure at the source














Figure 13: Multi-terminal extension to the fundamental problem in information
theory
As described in the next chapter, the idea of extending the fundamental problem




In this chapter, we develop three results that will aid in WSN design. First, we
propose a new top-level design metric for WSNs. Second, we develop an efficiency
measure for the sensing process in a WSN. Finally, we use techniques from source
coding schemes to suggest new designs for WSNs and the sensors they contain. We
strive for tools that apply under the most general conditions possible so that designers
can use them in any WSN. However, we also provide a specific example for each tool
to illustrate its value.
4.1 Top-Level Design Metric
As WSN hardware and software mature, practical questions related to WSN operation
and deployment will become more important - especially as they relate to the number
of sensors the WSN needs to have. One of the most relevant questions is, “How many
sensor nodes must successfully report their measurements for the WSN to operate as
desired?” Looking at the same issue from a different perspective, we would also like
to answer the question,“What kinds of phenomena can a previously deployed WSN
accurately detect?” Answers to these questions impact many aspects of WSN design
including architecture [11, 15, 36], deployment strategies [26, 41], protocol design
[8, 14], and power management [9, 32]. Furthermore, the requirement to minimize a
WSN’s total ownership cost means that the number of sensors in a WSN could provide
a useful comparison when evaluating candidate sensor and vendor technologies for
implementing the WSN.
To answer the above questions from the perspective of sensing functionality, we
follow the approach in [22, 23] and extend the fundamental problem in information
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theory as follows. First, we let the source random process be the ground truth to
be estimated. Then, we restrict the source location to be a WSN that measures the
features of the phenomena. Finally, we assume perfect transmission to and optimal
reconstruction at the remote location, which represents the sink. This problem setup
is shown in Figure 14. An important note regarding this extension is that we want
to impose as little structure as possible on the WSN. That way, any results are as











Figure 14: WSN extension to the fundamental problem in information theory
In the remainder of this section, we would like to find out if there are results from
information theory that can be applied to this problem setup in order to design a
more optimal WSN.
4.1.1 WSN Extension to Fundamental Problem - Perspective 2
In order to answer the above question regarding the minimum number of sensors, we
take Perspective 2 on the WSN extension to the fundamental problem in information
theory. This problem setup is shown in Figure 15.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, source coding theorems from Perspective 2 of the
fundamental problem in information theory tell us that, to achieve a certain distortion
D, the system must have bit rate greater than the rate-distortion function, R (D).
As shown in Figure 16, even if we don’t assume any structure on the WSN, we
know that the bit rate of useful information being sent to the sink is limited by IWSN ,

























Figure 16: Adapting perspective 2 of the WSN extension to the fundamental problem
in information theory
We can use this fact to make R (D) a top-level design metric to determine the
minimum number of sensors the WSN must contain. Below this minimum, the WSN
will not be able to reproduce ground truth with the required accuracy. This result is
formally stated in the following theorem and proved in Appendix B.
Theorem 1 (Negative WSN Coding Theorem) Consider a WSN coding scheme
S : ΩX → ΩS(M) with coding rate (in terms of number of sensor measurements per
source symbol) M . If the code induces a mutual information rate between ground truth
and sensor measurements less than the rate distortion function for ground truth and
the sink’s estimate, the sink’s estimate will not have the required accuracy. In other




≤ R (D) implies lim
t→∞
t−1E [ρt (g
t, yt)] ≥ D.
We can then use the Negative WSN Coding Theorem to prove the key result for
WSN designers. This result states that there is a critical number of sensors in the
WSN. If the WSN has fewer than this number of sensors, the WSN will not be able
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to perform as required. This result is formally stated in the following lemma and
proved in Appendix B.





≤ R (D) .
For any M < Mmin, the sink will not be able to estimate ground truth with the required
average distortion. In other words, M < Mmin implies lim
t→∞
t−1E [ρt (g
t, yt)] ≥ D.
4.1.1.1 WSN Coding Example
We use an example to illustrate the efficiencies that result from using the information
theoretic measures from the above results as top-level design metrics. We assume the
WSN’s objective is to determine whether a specific event occurs in a given area. This
means the WSN makes a binary decision over a number of time intervals, and the
sink’s resulting output will be a binary random process. Furthermore, we assume the
WSN uses sensors that can perfectly detect the event if the event takes place in a
given area around the sensor. Even though this model is simple, it is commonly used
in WSN literature [25].
First we define the parameters for this example using the WSN model in Section
1.2.
Let the event model, X, be an independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
point source so that the distribution of Xt equals X for all t. Furthermore, assume
that the location of X is a random variable that is uniformly spread over the event
area, A.
Since the WSN’s function is to detect an event, we can describe ground truth as
whether or not the amplitude of the event at time t, has crossed a threshold. In other
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words, fG : ΩX → {0, 1} so that
Gt = fG (ωx) = fG (b, lE) =
 1 if b > C0 if b ≤ C (3)
where b ∈ B is the event’s amplitude and lE ∈ A is the event’s location.
This induces a distribution for ground truth with probabilities
PGt (Gt = 1) = PX (b > C) = δ
PGt (Gt = 0) = 1− δ.
Because {Xt} is i.i.d. with respect to t, so is {Gt}. Therefore, we can describe
ground truth as a binary i.i.d. random process G where Pr (gt = 1) = δ.
Let the sensing model, Si, be as follows. If the event occurs within a circular
region centered around a sensor and the event’s amplitude is greater than a certain
value, the sensor will perfectly detect that the event occurred. Let Ai denote the
circular region around sensor. In other words, fS : ΩX → {0, 1} so that
Si,t = fS (ωx) = fS (b, lE) =
 1 if b > C, and lE ∈ Ai0 otherwise . (4)
We assume the placement model L is such that the sensors are placed randomly,
uniformly, and independently throughout the event area. Therefore {Li} are IID with
respect to i. Furthermore, we assume that Ai is small relative to the event area, and
let α = Ai/A. With these assumptions we know that Pr (lE ∈ Ai) = α.
As shown in Appendix C, the WSN’s minimum distortion, DWSN , and mutual
information, IWSN , are written
DWSN = δ (1− α)M (5)
and








where M is the number of sensors in the WSN.
Let the fidelity criterion be the single-letter Hamming distance. Using the well-
known result for an IID binary source with probabilities δ and 1 − δ and fidelity
criterion given by the single-letter Hamming distance [6], we can write the rate-
distortion function for ground truth as
R (D) = H (G)−Hb (D) = Hb (δ)−Hb (D) (7)
where Hb (q) = −q log (q)− (1− q) log (1− q) is the binary entropy function.
Lemma 1 states that the minimum number of sensors in the WSN is given by the




≥ R (D). Using the results from (6) and (7), this
means that






≥ Hb (δ)−Hb (D) . (8)
In other words, our bound is given by the smallest M such that







Since we have parameterized (9) in terms of δ and α (the dependence on α is
through DWSN), we can determine the minimum number of sensors required for this
WSN by finding the value of M such this inequality in (9) is satisfied. Part of this
result is intuitive. It says that our minimum bound for this WSN depends on the
relative sizes of the event area and sensors’ sensing area. However, the dependence
on δ is not intuitive, and it cannot be accounted for in the area coverage approach
used in prior WSN literature. Fig. 17 illustrates the importance of δ by plotting the
our bound for three different values of δ. For example, if the required probability of
correct decision at the sink is 0.9, then δ = 1/2 has bound 131 sensors, δ = 1/3 has
bound 106 sensors, and δ = 1/5 has bound 64 sensors.
For comparison with the WSN Coverage problem from prior WSN research, we
repeat a result from [25]. Let Puncovered equal the percent of A not covered by at least
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Figure 17: Information theoretic bound on the minimum number of sensors in the
WSN for three values of δ and α = 1/100.
one sensor. Then Puncovered = (1− α)M . The amount of uncovered area corresponds
to the amount of distortion over a single time interval. Prior WSN research suggests
that to design a WSN, the network operator should decide what percentage of time
the event needs to be detected (which is equal to 1−D) and then design a WSN so
that Puncovered is less than this percentage. In other words, the designer should make
M such that
D ≥ (1− α)M . (10)
Note how this compares to our bound in (9). In Fig. 18, we plot our results and
the WSN Coverage results in terms of the number of sensors versus probability of the
sink making a correct decision (i.e. 1−D). As shown in the figure, the information-
theoretic approach predicts a much smaller bound on the number of sensors to achieve
a given level of performance. For example, if the WSN must result in a correct decision
60% of the time, the coverage approach indicates the WSN must have 92 sensors while
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the information theoretic approach indicates a bound of 6 sensors. Furthermore, if
the WSN must result in a correct decision 95% of the time, the coverage approach
indicates the WSN must have 231 sensors while information theory indicates a bound
of 132 sensors.
To confirm the performance predicted by the information theoretic bound, Fig.
18 also plots simulation results for the WSN model in this example. The simula-
tions generated 100 random WSNs for each value of M and simulated each WSN
for 10, 000 time intervals. Although the information theoretic bound only applies to
the average WSN performance for each value of M , the plot also shows the max-
imum and minimum performance for each value of M . As seen in the figure, the
simulations confirm the expected results: average simulated WSN performance never
exceeds that predicted by the information theoretic bound (as long as edge effects
are accounted for). Interestingly, the maximum simulated performance is often close
to our bound. This further suggests that our bound could be an appropriate WSN
design metric. The figure also shows that the minimum simulated performance is
greater than Pcovered in most cases. This indicates that the area coverage approach
from prior work will often lead to an inefficient WSN. The efficiency gained by using
the information theoretic approach instead of the coverage approach is similar to the
reduction in information rate achieved when performing source coding with a fidelity
criterion instead of quantization.
Note that the primary factor in our bound outperforming traditional approaches
is that our bound takes into account characteristics of the random process being
estimated (in this case the characteristic is δ).
As a final comment, it is clear that the bound from the Negative WSN Coding
Theorem is not tight. Therefore, we cannot use that bound to prove a positive coding
theorem counterpart to Theorem 1. In Section 4.1.3 we try to modify the bound to
make it tight.
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Average for 100 Random WSNs
Maximum for 100 Random WSNs
Minimum for 100 Random WSNs
Figure 18: Performance comparison between the information theoretic bound de-
veloped in this work and the coverage approach implied by prior WSN research for
δ = 1/2 and α = 1/100. Simulations used 10, 000 time intervals and 100 random
WSNs for each value of M .
4.1.2 WSN Extension to Fundamental Problem - Perspective 3
In order to answer the question regarding what types of events a previously-deployed
WSN can accurately sense, we then take Perspective 3 on the WSN extension to the












Figure 19: Perspective 3 of the WSN extension to the fundamental problem in
information theory
As mentioned in Section 3.1, source coding theorems from Perspective 3 of the
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fundamental problem in information theory tell us that a system cannot achieve the
required distortion D if the system’s bit rate is less than R (D).
As before, even if we don’t assume any structure on the WSN, we know that the
useful bit rate of useful information being sent to the sink is limited by IWSN , the












Figure 20: Adapting perspective 3 of the WSN extension to the fundamental problem
in information theory
If the number of sensors in the WSN is fixed at M , we can define a collection




This collection capacity describes the maximum amount of information the collec-
tion channel can measure about an event. We can now use this fact to make CWSN
a top-level design metric to determine the classes of random processes the WSN can
estimate. This is proved in the following Negative Collection Channel Coding Theo-
rem.
Theorem 2 (Negative Collection Channel Coding Theorem) Assume a given
WSN has a stationary collection channel, a fixed number of sensors M , and transport
capacity great enough to send all sensors’ measurements reliably to the sink. Then
if R (D) ≥ CWSN , the sink cannot form an estimate with the required distortion.
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In other words, the WSN does not have enough collection capacity for the sink to
accurately estimate the event.
Proof: As in the proof of the previous theorem, we can use the data processing
inequality to write
I (G;Y ) ≤ I (X;S) ≤ sup
X
I (X;S) = CWSN ≤ R (D) .
From the definition of the rate-distortion function, we know that the sink’s estimate
must have distortion greater than D.
As with the Negative WSN Coding Theorem, we would like to prove the positive
coding theorem counterpart to the Negative Collection Channel Theorem. In other
words, we would like a collection capacity theorem that indicates the WSN will be
able to accurately detect an event if CWSN is large enough. Unfortunately, immediate
inspection tells us that the theorem above does not prove this. Consider for example
an Li and Si such that all sensors are located at the origin and can only detect an
event if it occurs within a circle of radius r around the sensor. For all realistic sensing
models, this WSN will have CWSN = ε > 0. Next assume the event of interest is any
random process with R (D) < ε and that with probability one it occurs outside the
circular area around the sensors. In this case, the WSN will not accurately estimate
the event even though R (D) ≤ CWSN .
4.1.3 Positive Coding Theorems
As mentioned in Section 1.4, we would ideally like to prove we would like to prove
both a positive and negative theorem for the collection channel as well as a positive
and negative theorem for WSN coding. In this section, we discuss why it is not
possible to do this in a meaningful way.
We have noted that part of the power of coding theorems from information theory
is that they are generally applicable. That is, given a basic problem setup, we can
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determine the performance limits for large groups of systems. At the other end of
this spectrum, we could have a theorem that is very narrow and applies to only one
system. In the narrow case, the theorem is not useful because, given a specific system,
we can always calculate the performance limit and we do not need the theorem to
provide the limit.
This fact presents a difficulty when considering the WSN extension to the fun-
damental problem. If possible, we would like to impose additional structure on the
problem in order to make the bounds in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 tight. However, we
do not want to restrict the problem so much that the class of systems for which the
results apply is not useful. Unfortunately, there is no obvious way to restrict the WSN
structure without eliminating options that would be useful for a WSN designer. For
example, placing restrictions on fS would potentially eliminate sensor technologies
that a designer could find useful. As a result, we do not attempt to further restrict
the WSN structure in order to prove the positive counterparts of these theorems.
4.1.4 Summary of Top-Level Design Metrics
In this section we did two things. First we found a lower bound on the number of
sensors the WSN must contain in order to accurately estimate ground truth. This
bound is general and makes no assumptions on the WSN structure. Second, we found
a lower bound on the collection capacity a WSN must have in order to accurately
estimate certain classes of ground truth random processes. Again this bound is gen-
eral, and makes no assumptions on the WSN structure. Unfortunately, in both cases,
the bounds were not tight. As a result, they cannot have positive coding theorem
counterparts. Furthermore, we showed that tight bounds (and associated positive
coding theorems) do not appear to exist for general classes of WSNs.
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4.2 WSN Sensing Efficiency Measure
As described in Section 3.1, the information theory results from Perspective 1 and
Perspective 2 of the fundamental problem have indicated the best possible perfor-
mance of a communication system. Alternatively, we can interpret these results as
specifying the best possible performance of source or channel codes in a certain class.
Results from Perspective 1 can be considered to apply to the class of codes with rate
less than a specified value, and results from Perspective 2 can be considered to apply
to the collection of codes with distortion less than a specified value.
For example, consider the class
CR = {Codes with distortion less than or equal to D}
in Perspective 2 of the fundamental problem. The rate-distortion function says that
the minimum bit rate for any code in this class is R (D).
When viewing the problem this way, coding theorems are often used to evaluate
“how good” a specific code is relative to other codes in its class. This is why it
is desirable for the coding theorems from information theory to hold for the most
general classes possible.
Following the development in [24], we will use this approach to evaluate the per-
formance of a WSN.
4.2.1 Efficiency Measure Defined
As discussed in Section 1.2, a given WSN with a specified number of sensors has an
associated information rate with ground truth, denoted IWSN , and an optimal average
distortion achievable at the sink, denoted DWSN . We can then consider the WSN as
belonging to two classes of codes on the ground truth random process
CR = {Codes with rate less than or equal to IWSN} and
CD = {Codes with distortion greater than or equal to DWSN} .
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Since our model requires source coding theorems to hold for ground truth, Per-
spective 1 tells us that the minimum distortion of any code C ∈ CR is given by the
distortion rate function, D (IWSN). Source coding theorems applied in Perspective 2
also tell us that the minimum rate of any code C ∈ CD is given by the rate distortion
function from (1). Therefore, a WSN’s distortion can be no less than D (IWSN) and
a WSN’s mutual information rate with ground truth can be no less than R (DWSN).
Since D (IWSN) and R (DWSN) provide theoretical limits for WSN performance,
we compare the actual performance of the WSN with this theoretical limit. We
express the comparison as an efficiency measure written in terms of the WSN’s percent
decrease in performance relative to the theoretical limit. We can define the distortion











Considering our focus on a WSN’s sensing functionality, we can interpret these
efficiency measures as follows. The WSN collects information about G through its
sensors’ measurements, thereby reducing the uncertainty in G. We can express the
amount of information the WSN collects as IWSN . The sink uses this collected in-
formation to develop an minimum-distortion estimate with accuracy DWSN . The
smallest amount of information for ANY system trying to estimate G with accuracy
DWSN is given by R (DWSN). The quantity IWSN − R (DWSN) then describes the
amount of information over the minimum possible that the WSN collects about G.
Since it takes energy to collect information, having IWSN > R (DWSN) means there
is an energy inefficiency within the WSN. To maximize the WSN’s lifetime, we would
like to minimize this inefficiency as much as possible.
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4.2.2 Efficiency Analysis
Using this definition of efficiency, we analyze two simple examples of a WSN to
understand the fundamental efficiency aspects of the WSN scenario. Our goals will
be to determine if there are any causes of efficiency that are inherent to WSNs, and
to also determine if there are characteristics that make one WSN more efficient than
another.
We assume both example WSNs have M sensors deployed randomly and uniformly
throughout a given geographic area to detect whether or not an event occurs. The
first example is the same example used in Section 4.1. Even though it quite simple,
it is commonly used in the WSN literature [25], and we can think of it as the best
case scenario for a WSN since any inefficiencies in this WSN should be present in all
other WSNs.
For this example, we already showed that
DWSN = δ (1− α)M ,







R (D) = Hb (δ)−Hb (D) .
Therefore, it is straightforward to calculate that
ηR =









We can see that ηR is completely specified by δ, α, and M . Since D (R) is the
inverse of R (D), ηD is also completely specified by these parameters. Therefore, we
might expect that each of these parameters has an effect on the WSN’s ηR and ηD.
Figures 21 and 22 illustrate the effects of δ, α, and M .
Because the plot of ηD is more intuitive than the plot of ηR, we use (13) to calculate
and plot ηD instead of plotting (13). Note also that we use DWSN as a proxy for M
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in the figures. We do this since our perspective is of a WSN designer, and it is more
natural for a WSN design to specify the required distortion of the WSN instead of
specifying the required number of sensors. This does not affect the results since δ
and α are fixed at a given point in the figures, and, as a result, DWSN is completely
specified for a given M .

























Figure 21: Distortion efficiency of a WSN for δ = 1/2 and two values of α.
These figures indicate three things. First, the efficiency is extremely dependent
on M (through the parameter DWSN). We can see that in all cases, ηD decreases
as DWSN approaches its minimum value of 0 and as DWSN approaches its maximum
value of δ. Therefore, from a sensing functionality perspective, it makes more sense
to use a WSN in applications that require large or small distortion since the WSN
will have the best efficiency in those cases.
Second, the results show that ηD depends on the value of δ, and the WSN becomes
less efficient as δ approaches 1/2. Since these characteristics are outside the control
of a WSN designer, their contribution to ηD can be thought of as a fixed amount of
distortion that arises in the WSN application.
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Figure 22: Distortion efficiency of a WSN for four values of δ and α = 1/100.
Finally, we can see that the ηD is identical for both values of α, which indicates the
WSN’s efficiency is independent of the size of the area over which an individual sensor
can take measurements. However, we can show that DWSN = δ(1− α)M = δVA,
where VA is the percentage of the geographic region that is not measured by any
sensor. As a result, ηD also depends on VA. Although this dependence may seem
intuitive, the relationship between VA and ηD is not. This is because greater VA does
not always result in less efficiency. In fact, the Figures 21 and 22 show that most
values of ηD correspond to both a large and small value of VA.
It might seem that the method of random sensor placement can cause some of this
efficiency. However, it can be shown that, even if we place the sensors optimally so
that they do not overlap and perfectly cover the geographic area, IWSN is still given
by (6). We can also see that we sill have DWSN = δ (1−mα) = δVA. This clearly
shows that ηD still depends on VA.
To further examine the causes of inefficiency, we consider a second example WSN.
As before, a sensor can detect an event if the event occurs in a circular radius around
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the sensor. However, we let the sensor make an error in its measurement with prob-
ability ε.
With this model, it can be shown that
IWSN = Hb (δ)−
∑
Hb (qs) ps (s) (14)
where qs = Pr (X = 0 |S = s). qs is a complicated function of δ, α, ε, m, and s. The
details of this calculation are omitted for brevity.
Using an approach similar to the previous WSN, the optimal estimation function
can be shown to be
fY (s) = argmaxxpS|X (s |X = x) . (15)
Figure 23 shows ηD as a function of DWSN for four values of ε. Note that ε = 0.0
corresponds to the noiseless sensor case considered above. By looking at the Figure,
we can see that, for many values of DWSN , ηD is lower for the WSN with noisy
sensors. As a result, we can infer that, for certain distortion levels and certain WSNs,
the sensing functionality of a WSN with noisy sensors is more efficient than a WSN
with noiseless sensors.
4.2.3 Summary of Efficiency Analysis
This analysis has showed two things. First, the parameters M , δ, and VA introduce
an inherent amount of inefficiency in the WSN’s sensing functionality. Second, in
certain scenarios noisy sensors can make a WSN’s sensing process more efficient.
We conclude our analysis by noting that the efficiency of the sensing functionality
of a WSN is a complicated function of the parameters in the WSN - especially the
amount of uncovered area and the error in sensor measurements. Therefore, this
efficiency should be carefully evaluated before choosing a technology to implement
in the WSN. We also note that, although the results above suggest ways to design a
WSN so that its sensing functionality is more efficient, the overall efficiency of a WSN
is a combination of many factors in addition to the sensing functionality. Therefore,
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Figure 23: Distortion efficiency of a WSN for δ = 1/2, α = 1/100, and four values
of ε.
the efficiency metric in this paper is only one component in designing an optimal,
real-world WSN.
4.3 New Sensor Design
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 both showed that current WSNs do not currently perform as
well as traditional coding from information theory. This leads to a natural question:
“Can traditional information theory techniques/approaches give any hints about how
to design better WSNs or sensors?”
We first note that the WSN approach to estimating ground truth is developing
sensors that can accurately measure features of the event and send the measurements
to the sink using the smallest transmission rate possible. In terms of sensing func-
tionality, most efforts focus on sensing new features or sensing existing features more
accurately. Given the fact that the real goal is a specified distortion between the
sink’s estimate and ground truth, this is perhaps the wrong focus. As evidence of
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this point, the efficiency measures in Section 4.2 indicate that we are collecting in-
formation about the event that is above and beyond the minimum required. In fact,
this is why our example showed that noisy sensors are sometimes more efficient than
noiseless sensors.
For comparison, we describe the coding approach used in source coding theorems
from information theory. In this approach, the focus is not solely on the input signal.
The focus is also on the minimum set of outputs needed to reproduce the source with
sufficient accuracy. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 24 and described below.




random process Sequences used
to encode the 
random process
Maximum error "distance" from 
the process used for encoding
Figure 24: Illustration of Traditional Source Coding
Because of the technical conditions we require for G, we know that it satisfies the
Asymptotic Equipartition Property (AEP) [18]. The AEP tells us that the set of all
infinite-length sequences of G, given by gi = {g0, g1, g2, . . .} can be separated into
two sets: typical sequences and atypical sequences. If we look at any realization of
the random process, with probability one the realization is a member of the typical
sequences. Now, since there is zero probability that an atypical sequence can occur,
our system only needs to worry about coding a typical sequence. To perform the
encoding, our system will choose a subset, C of the typical sequences and map any
input it receives into the member of of C that is closest to the input. “Closeness”
is measured relative to the fidelity criterion specified in the problem. Source coding
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theorems tell us how big the set C needs to be in order to achieve a required average
distortion.
If we apply this approach to a WSN, WSN design would occur as follows. First we
would consider the ground truth phenomena that must be reproduced and the fidelity
criterion used to measure the reproduction’s accuracy. Next we would determine the
set C that gives the optimal system performance. Then, the focus would be on devel-
oping the WSN so that it could efficiently determine which member of C was closest
to a given event sequence. This is the key difference from the current approach since
the current approach focuses on estimating the event sequence at each individual time
instant. This approach can be generalized so that various source coding mechanisms
are considered and the WSN is designed to mimic the functionality of the mechanism
that is most appropriate for the ground truth process under consideration.
Ultimately, this approach to WSN design could be more efficient since it focuses
all of the design efforts on the primary objective of the WSN - reproducing a random




The goal of this thesis was to improve the design of WSNs using tools and tech-
niques from information theory. With this approach, we used source coding theorems
from information theory to develop three results that aid in WSN design. First, we
proposed a new top-level design metric for WSNs. This metric indicates the mini-
mum number of sensors needed for the WSN to function properly and also indicates
the classes of random process that cannot be accurately estimated by a previously-
deployed WSN. Our second result was an efficiency measure for the sensing process in
a WSN. This measure helped identify fundamental causes of inefficiency in a WSN and
was used to find conditions under which certain WSNs were more efficient. Finally,
we used techniques from source coding schemes to suggest new designs for WSNs and
the sensors they contain.
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APPENDIX A
TECHNICAL CONDITIONS FOR THE WSN MODEL
In this chapter, we describe technical conditions on fG and fS that must hold for
our WSN model. These conditions must hold so that source coding theorems from
information theory apply.
Before describing the technical conditions, we explain some notation. We denote
random variables with capital letters and their realization with lower case letters.
We will let P (·) denote the probability distribution for a random variable, vector, or
process when the subscript of P would just be a capitalized version of its arguments
(i.e. P (x) = PX (x)). Unless noted otherwise, given a random variable X, we will
write the induced probability space by (ΩX ,B (ΩX), PX).
We use subscripts to denote a specific sample of a random process at either a
time or sensor index. We use superscripts to indicate both a vector of samples of a
random process as well as a vector of samples from different sensors. For example, t
samples of the random process {Gt} is written Gt = {G0, . . . , Gt−1} and t samples of
the random process {Si,t} from M different sensors is written
S(M),t = {S0,0, . . . , S0,t−1, . . . , SM−1,0, . . . , SM−1,t−1}
=
{













We use the notation S(M),t when we want to emphasize explicitly the number of
sensors in the WSN or the time index. However if we simply want to refer to all the
sensors in the WSN without emphasizing the number of sensors, the time index, or
either one, we use the notation St, S(M), or S. When the meaning is clear from the
context, we will also use capital letters to refer to the appropriate random processes.
We let TK denote the operator that shifts a random process K-units in time. In
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other words, given a random process X = (x0, x1, . . .), T
K is a function TK : ΩTX →
ΩTX where K is an integer and T
K (x1, x2, . . .) = (xK+1, xK+2, . . .).
We require that the G induced by fG be stationary or asymptotically mean sta-
tionary (AMS) depending on the fidelity criterion used for the estimate at the sink.
For practical purposes, this requirement also means that X must be stationary or
AMS as well.
Note that any realistic fG will produce K samples of the ground truth sequence
from N samples of the event sequence according to some deterministic function (e.g.,
the indicator function, identity function, average, maximum, minimum). We then can




where fG is a deterministic function, and






; j ∈ T
}
. As shown in [18]
such a setup results in an AMS G if X is AMS. Therefore any realistic fG satisfies
our requirement.
Similarly, we restrict fS to those functions that produce a stationary or AMS
S when X is stationary or AMS, respectively. For example, consider the following
generalization of virtually all realistic sensing models. First, assume that a sensor’s
measurement is corrupted by a noise process, Wi, that is independent of X. In this
case we have fS : Ω
T
X×ΩTW → ΩTS . For example the sensor measurements might be an
additive noise channel where st,i = fS (xt, wi) = xt +wt,i. Second, assume the sensors
produce K measurements using N samples of the event and noise sequences. We can
then write S mathematically as sKjK,i = fS
(
T jNx, T jNwi
)
where fS is a deterministic
function, and j, K, and N are integers. Finally, assume W is an i.i.d. process (or




T jNx, T jNw
)
; j ∈ T
}
. With
these assumptions, we immediately see that fS is actually a primitive channel, and,
as a result, fS produces an AMS S if X is AMS [31]. Therefore virtually all realistic
sensing models satisfy our requirement.
Note that even if the sensors’ measurements are deterministic and do not depend
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on a noise process, we can simply let Wi,t be a random variable that takes on the
value 0 with probability 1. Therefore we always model Si,t as a primitive channel.
Using this information, we provide a more general definition of the collection
channel.
Definition: Following the notation in [18], the collection channel
[(ΩX ,ΩW ) , ν,ΩS]
with input alphabet (ΩX ,ΩW ) and output alphabet ΩS is a family of regular condi-
tional probability measures
{
νx,w|L,A : x ∈ ΩTX , w ∈ ΩTW
}






Two primary concerns when considering different types of channels are whether
they are stationary and whether they are ergodic. Because we made assumptions on
fS such that the collection channel is primitive, it is well known that the collection
channel is stationary (AMS, ergodic) with respect to any stationary (AMS, ergodic)
source (X,W ) [31]. This proves the following lemma:
Lemma 2 (Stationarity and Ergodicity) If a WSN is such that L and A do not
vary with time, fS satisfies the requirements above, and W is a B-process then the




In this chapter we prove the Negative WSN Coding Theorem, the Minimum Bound
Lemma, and the Negative Collection Channel Coding Theorem.
Theorem 3 (Negative WSN Coding Theorem) Consider a WSN coding scheme
S : ΩX → ΩS(M) with coding rate (in terms of number of sensor measurements per
source symbol) M . If the code induces a mutual information rate between ground truth
and sensor measurements less than the rate distortion function for ground truth and
the sink’s estimate, the sink’s estimate will not have the required accuracy. In other




≤ R (D) implies lim
t→∞
t−1E [ρt (g
t, yt)] ≥ D.
Proof: We first show that the information rate between ground truth and the
sink’s estimate is less than the information rate between ground truth and the sensors’
measurements. Since Gt → S(M)t → Yt forms a Markov Chain, a straightforward










It is well known [35, Th. 3.19] that this implies the inequality in the desired result

















We can then use (17) to write for any qt ∈ Qt,D
























≤ R (D), qt /∈ Qt,D. By
definition, this fact implies our desired result: lim
t→∞
t−1E [ρt (g
t, yt)] ≥ D.
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≤ R (D). For any M <
Mmin, the sink will not be able to estimate ground truth with the required average
distortion. In other words, M < Mmin implies lim
t→∞
t−1E [ρt (g
t, yt)] ≥ D.
Proof: First we show that the information rate between ground truth and the
sensors’ measurements is non-decreasing as a function of the number of sensors. As-
sume the number of sensors in the WSN increases from l to m. WSNs with l sensors









We can use the chain rule for mutual information and the non-negativity property of
















































From (19) and the definition of Mmin we know that for any M such that M < Mmin













≤ R (D), the sink will not be able to estimate ground truth
with the required average distortion. Combining these facts tells us that for any
M < Mmin, the sink will not be able to estimate ground truth with the required
average distortion.
Theorem 4 (Negative Collection Channel Coding Theorem) Assume a given
WSN has a stationary collection channel, a fixed number of sensors M , and transport
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capacity great enough to send all sensors’ measurements reliably to the sink. Then
if R (D) ≥ CWSN , the sink cannot form an estimate with the required distortion.
In other words, the WSN does not have enough collection capacity for the sink to
accurately estimate the event.
Proof: As in the proof of the previous theorem, we can use the data processing
inequality to write
I (G;Y ) ≤ I (X;S) ≤ sup
X
I (X;S) = CWSN ≤ R (D) .
From the definition of the rate-distortion function, we know that the sink’s estimate
must have distortion greater than D.
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APPENDIX C
CALCULATIONS FOR THE EXAMPLE WSN
In this chapter, we provide calculate DWSN and IWSN for the example WSN in Section
4.1. For convenience, we repeat the problem setup.
Let the event model, X, be an independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
point source so that the distribution of Xt equals X for all t. Furthermore, assume
that the location of X is a random variable that is uniformly spread over the event
area, A.
Since the WSN’s function is to detect an event, we can describe ground truth as
whether or not the amplitude of the event at time t, has crossed a threshold. In other
words, fG : ΩX → {0, 1} so that
Gt = fG (ωx) = fG (b, lE) =
 1 if b > C0 if b ≤ C (20)
where b ∈ B is the event’s amplitude and lE ∈ A is the event’s location.
This induces a distribution for ground truth with probabilities
PGt (Gt = 1) = PX (b > C) = δ
PGt (Gt = 0) = 1− δ.
Because {Xt} is i.i.d. with respect to t, so is {Gt}. Therefore, we can describe
ground truth as a binary i.i.d. random process G where Pr (gt = 1) = δ.
Let the sensing model, Si, be as follows. If the event occurs within a circular
region centered around a sensor and the event’s amplitude is greater than a certain
value, the sensor will perfectly detect that the event occurred. Let Ai denote the
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circular region around sensor. In other words, fS : ΩX → {0, 1} so that
Si,t = fS (ωx) = fS (b, lE) =
 1 if b > C, and lE ∈ Ai0 otherwise . (21)
We assume the placement model L is such that the sensors are placed randomly,
uniformly, and independently throughout the event area. Therefore {Li} are i.i.d
with respect to i. Furthermore, we assume that Ai is small relative to the event area,
and let α = Ai/A. With these assumptions we know that Pr (lE ∈ Ai) = α.























∣∣S(M) = s(M) ). (23)
Since the sensors can perfectly detect an event that occurs in Ai, we could imme-
diately simplify (23) to a form that can be calculated. However, we will first develop
an intermediate result that will be useful when considering WSNs where the sensors’
sensing regions are i.i.d random variables.
Since the {Li} are i.i.d with respect to i, the {Ai}, are also i.i.d with respect to i.





equal the probability that i sensors have non-zero measurements.





= PS (S0 = 1, S1 = 0, . . . , SM−1 = 0) = PS (Si = 1, Sj = 0 for j 6= i) .
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This equation is valid for all WSNs with i.i.d sensing regions (e.g. when the sensor
locations are i.i.d random variables and the sensing regions are constant). As a result
























∣∣∣S̃ = s̃i). (25)
Notice that the model in (21) immediately implies that the conditional probability
of an event given that any sensor detected an event is equal to one. Mathematically
we write this as P
(
G = 1





























∣∣∣S̃ = s̃0) .
(26)
Notice that this result only depends on the sensors’ measurements being noiseless.
It does not depend on the WSN having i.i.d sensing regions. Therefore for any
WSN with the objective of detecting an event and containing sensors with noiseless
















∣∣∣S̃ = s̃0) . (27)
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Assume A is large relative to Ai. Then, since the probability of the event’s location
is uniformly distributed throughout A, the probability of the event happening in
Si’s sensing range is simply α = ‖Ai‖ / ‖A‖ where ‖·‖ denotes the area of a two





= P (G = 0)P
(
S̃ = s̃0 |G = 0
)
+ P (G = 1)P
(
S̃ = s̃0 |G = 1
)
= (1− δ) + δ (1− α)M ,
P
(
G = 0, S̃ = s̃0
)
= P (G = 0)P
(
S̃ = s̃0 |G = 0
)
= 1− δ, and
P
(
G = 1, S̃ = s̃0
)
= P (G = 1)P
(
S̃ = s̃0 |G = 1
)
= δ (1− α)M .




∣∣∣S̃ = s̃0) = P
(





) = 1− δ






∣∣∣S̃ = s̃0) = P
(





) = δ (1− α)M
(1− δ) + δ (1− α)M
. (29)
Substituting these values into (27) gives







With an optimal estimation function, it is easy to see that
DWSN = P
(
G = 1, S̃ = s̃0
)
= δ (1− α)M . (31)
This concludes the results to be proved in this section.
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